
Program 

 

1. Talks  

Talk 1: Keynote speaker: 30 min  (10 AM) 

Talk 2: Dr. Umar Janjua: 30 min  (10:30 AM) 

• Introduction of Lab  
• Introduction of Blockchain 

Talk 3: Dr. Ali Ahmad: 30 min  (11:00 AM) 

• Blockchain in Machine Learning 

Talk 4: Dr. Khurram Bhatti: 30 min  (11:30 AM) 

• Vulnerability Assessment in Blockchain 

Talk 5: Dr. Adnan Noor Mian: 30 min  (12:00 PM) 

• Blockchain in cybersecurity 

Talk 6: Muhammad Ahtazaz Ahsan : 15 min  (12:30 PM) 

• Critical Data Storage on Blockchain 

Talk 7: Hamra Afzaal : 15 min  (12:45 PM) 

• Verification of consensus protocols 

Break : 60 Min (1:00 PM)  

2. Training: Smart Contract Development: Talha Ahmad: 60 min  (2:00 
PM) 

In this training, the participants will learn to develop their own smart contracts. The 
workshop will provide them a working environment and configured framework. 
Participants will learn the basic blockchain mechanism – specifically the ones relevant 
to Ethereum as a virtual machine and they will learn how to write, test, and deploy your 
smart contracts. In summary, participants will finish the workshop with: 

• A running Ethereum node configured on a virtual machine that they can continue 
to use for their projects 

• Samples of Solidity Smart Contracts that they can build further on 

A. Requirements for necessary infrastructure  



PC having internet connection with one of the following OS 

• Windows 
• Linux 
• MacOS  
 

3. Demonstration of Ethereum based projects:  

Demo 1: ZUBAIR KHALID 15 min (3:00 PM) 

PKICHAIN: PKICHAIN is a decentralized and distributed, blockchain-based solution for 
SSL certificates that is fully compliant with Public Key Infrastructure and X509 
standards. Current industry solutions are centralized and vulnerable to the single-point 
of failure attacks. History has shown us several attacks on leading solutions which 
resulted in a massive loss. The project is a decentralized solution to this problem where 
both registration authority and certificate authority are multiple nodes instead of one 
singular system. Integrity, security, authority, and privacy of data are major issues within 
a decentralized solution, that is why we are leveraging through the power of blockchain 
technology to overcome such issues and provide a fair and transparent environment. 
We are fully compliant with X509 standards which means our issued certificates have 
the same privileges as traditionally issued certificates and can be used in the same way, 
no extra efforts or other technical knowledge required. From a development and 
research perspective, we are using cutting-edge technologies like Blockchain, Self 
Sovereign Identity (SSI), Decentralized File Storage, Decentralized Validation, 
Decentralized Signatures, and connecting with the traditionally available standards to 
provide a solution that is secure, efficient, and compliant with existing solutions. From a 
user perspective, it is all the same as before, the same interface, same way of issuing 
certificates, and the same way of installing certificates. We have achieved the issuance 
and successful installation of certificates and root certificates and browsers are correctly 
identifying our certificates. One of the key challenges in this project is building a 
consensus protocol which must be utilized by distributed nodes to validate a user and 
issue a certificate against certificate signing request. 

Demo 2: TALHA AHMAD 15 min (3:15 PM) 

TRANSPER: Transper is a state extraction and upgradation tool. It applies 
static/dynamic analysis techniques on a deployed smart contract in order to extract all 
variable values from its storage state including complex structures like arrays, 
mappings. Visibility into the actual values of smart contract variables is helpful in 
improving code comprehension, developer debugging, and testing of contracts. 
Currently, regular variables in solidity can be easily obtained, but complex structures 
like mapping require intelligent analysis of storage slots. This is because, complex map 
variables, the key-value pairs are stored randomly in the Ethereum storage. Transper 
uses source code-driven algorithms for safe analysis and extraction of index keys of 
map structure specifically and identifies cases when all variables can be safely 
extracted. In case, it cannot extract a value (e.g., index key to mapping is not known), it 
safely reports it. Our initial results show that for 90% of the time, the state of smart 



contracts with mapping variables can be extracted safely. Further, we have successfully 
extracted a snapshot of the state of several smart contracts and redeployed a newer 
version of the smart contract with the snapshot state reinstated. 

4. Demonstration of Critical data storage projects:   
A. Requirements for necessary infrastructure  

• PC with stable internet connection  
• Window/Linux OS 
• VSCode 
• NodeJS 
• MongoDB 
• Multichain (Stable Version) 

Demo 4: Maheen Ayesha: 15 min  (3:30 PM) 

Critical Data Storage of (FIR Data) on Multichain: In this demo, we will see how 
practically the critical data is stored on Blockchain. We will use the Multichain platform 
and Nodejs servers installed on our local machines to broadcast our data transactions 
onto the network. We will use different commands to analyze blockchain parameters 
and basics coding skills required to implement the network. We will extend the network 
to multiple nodes and re-adjust the configurable parameters to analyze the blockchain 
behaviour. 

Demo 5: Hira Ahmad: 15 min  (3:45 PM) 

Performance Evaluation of Blockchain for Critical data storage: In this demo, we 
will see the performance of parameters related to the Blockchain network like latency, 
throughput, or scalability etc. We will also see which factors can be tuned further to 
enhance the network performance for critical data storage and what are the trade-off 
between scalability and performance. 

Demo 6: Hira Arshad 15 min (4:00 PM) 

IOTA: A DAG-based blockchain for low powered IOT devices: In this demo, we will 
see another kind of blockchain that is Directed Acyclic Graph based chain, called IOTA. 
We will see how a node of IOTA is installed and used on local machines and can be 
connected to IOT devices. Moreover, we will see the key differences between IOTA and 
Blockchain on the basis of different performance metrics like scalability, computation 
time, etc.  

Demo 7: Aneela Jaffer 15 min (4:15 PM) 

Critical Data Storage of FIR Data on Hyperledger: In this demo, we will show how 
practically critical data like FIRs are stored on blockchain. We have used hyperledger 
Fabric Network for the storage of FIR data. The basic operations like creating an FIR, 
updating the status etc will be demonstrated. We will use different commands to 
analyze blockchain parameters and basics coding skills required to implement the 



network. We will extend the network to multiple nodes and re-adjust the configurable 
parameters to analyze the blockchain behaviour. 

Break: 15 Min (4:30 PM)  

5. Invited Talks 

Invited Talk 1: Name 20 min (4:45 PM) 

Invited Talk 2: Name 20 min (5:05 PM) 

Invited Talk 3: Name 20 min (5:25 PM) 

6. Closing Ceremony: 30 Min (5:45 PM) 
 

 


